
Name Membership
What motivated you to put yourself forward for election to 

the East of England branch committee? 
What qualities, skills and experience do you think you'll 

bring to the East of England branch committee? 
AOB

Mark Buckton Full I have supported the Branch as Secretary for a number of years 
and would be pleased to continue to provide that support.

Having been a Project Manager, Programme Manager, Change 
Manager and SRO I have experience and links to a number of 
the resources that would be useful to members.

Brent Crossman Associate To support the development of the Project Management 
profession within the East of England. To encourage the 
development of best practice through effective and engaging 
knowledge transfer, and to maintain a relevant and supportive 
professional network for the mutual benefit of all members. To 
encourage both new professional and student project & 
programme management specialists to join the APM to increase 
awareness of the association across both public and private 
sectors, with our area.

I am a proven Project management professional with both FMCG 
and Business Process Management experience with a strong 
desire to help others further develop their professional 
competencies in a safe and supportive environment. I genuinely 
believe that the best way to learn and develop is through a 
combination of; shared best practice (APM BOK), Shared 
experience (Professional networks) and facilitated knowledge 
transfer & reflection (APM events).  I also believe that the 
diversity of our collective professional experience within the East 
of England branch committee is a core strength, as it represents 
and actively conveys the breath of opportunities with the Project 
Management profession. 

Chris MacLeod Full I'm passionate about project management and am keen to see 
the profession thrive, especially in the East of England. In 
particular, I am keen to promote the profession as a career path 
for young people to consider and to help raise awareness of the 
transferable skills they can learn and go onto utilise throughout 
their careers.  There are also real opportunities to identify local 
project professionals and bring them together to facilitate 
networking events and the chance to learn from the experiences 
of others in similar roles.   The APM’s recent Chartered status is 
also of significant interest to me as I hope it will help to enable 
PPM professionals to be recognised equally with professionals 
in other disciplines, and this is something I would like to help the 
APM to roll-out.

I am an experienced project and programme manager having 
operated in central government and the Higher Education sector 
where I have delivered in IT, policy, operational and 
organisational change environments.  These experiences have 
helped shape my thinking about the profession and I hope to 
bring energy and drive to the committee to enable the APM to 
extend and strengthen its reach across the region.   I am also a 
trustee and vice chair of a local charity and so understand 
committee working and the benefits and impact a group of 
similarly minded people coming together can make.  Having said 
all that, I don't take myself too seriously and so will do my best to 
dig out my sense of humour on the way to committee meetings...  

Lynn Newman Full To further good project management in the EoE organisation, educational knowledge, PM knowledge

Charles Willbe Fellow Desire to help colleagues proving useful services to members 
within the region.

Past-Chairman of EoE Branch with experience of serving 
Corporate Members (previous and current Corporate Rep.).



Maria Duncan Full I have been a member for a few years now and I am currently 
the treasurer of the branch.  We have already organised some 
very good events and have a good team in place.  I would like to 
improve and strengthen the EoE's impact during 2017-18.

I am relatively newly qualified with the APM Certified Project 
Manager in 2015 and the Prince2 in 2017.  I do not get many 
opportunities to use the qualifications fully at work as my job 
relates to Research Project Management.  I work in research 
within science and disability. I have worked most of my life within 
education and I am currently the higher education link within the 
branch.

Increasing active members of EoE committee
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